
Materials 
We are going to complete some investigations and experiments this 
week in science focusing on different materials. What different 
materials can you think of? 
 
Explore materials here: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrssgk7  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Investigation 1)  
What is the most common material in your bedroom? Print or 
make your own recording sheet like this. Start looking at objects 
in your bedroom – what is it made from?  
Before you begin make a prediction. Which material do you think 
you will find the most of?  
 

Material Tally Total 

Wood   

Plastic   

Metal   

Fabric/material   

Paper/cardboard   

Glass    
 
Questions 
Which material was the most common in your bedroom? 
Which was the least common? Why do you think this is? 
Was your prediction correct?  
Did you get the same number for any materials? 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrssgk7


Investigation 2) 
Sink or float. Fill a small tub with water (or you can use the 
sink). Gather together a selection of different objects from around 
your house. Try and gather different types of materials such as 
a paper clip, a penny or a wooden block etc.  
 
Now before you begin make a prediction. Which objects do you 
think will float? Why? Which objects do you think will sink? Why? 
 
Put the objects in one at a time to see if you were correct!  
Now make a pile of the objects that sank (went to the bottom) 
and the ones that floated (stayed on the top).  

 
What did you discover? Are the objects that float always small? 
Are they made of a certain material? Let me know what you 
found out!  
 

 
 
 
 
 



Experiment time! Linking with last week’s maths.  
Do all liquids weigh the same? What happens when we pour 
different liquids into a container like a bottle?  
 
Let’s find out!  
 
You can experiment with different 
types of liquids but here are a few 
suggestions. 
 
Oil, 
Soap, 

Honey, 
Water.  
 
 
Add each liquid separately and 
make sure you use the same 
amount each time. 
What happens? Is one liquid heavier (denser) than another?  
Does it stay the same if you shake the container?   


